
William  Abel]; Parishioner, Churchwarden,

Limnour, Stationer  in the  Parish  of St.  Nicholas

Shambles in the  City of  London.

HELEN COMBES

The parish church of St Nicholas Shambles was situated to the north of St.
Paul’s cathedral in the city of London. It shared a boundary with the
Greyfriars and was  also close  to St Bartholomew’s hospital. Following the
Dissolution of the monasteries the parish was disbanded in  1546—47  and com-
bined with  that  of St  Audoen’s  to form Christchurch, taking as its parish

church the old Greyfriars conventual church. No physical evidence remains
above  ground  of the  church  of St Nicholas Shambles but  a  good set of parish

churchwardens’ accounts  survive  from October  1442  to li4648. Archaeo-

logical excavation on the site of the former church has  revealed  that a church
had  stood  on  that  site, albeit  much altered and extended in the years following
its foundation in the  eleventh  century.I Analysis of the surviving inventory of
the church goods dating from  1457  shows the church to have  been relatively
well endowed  with  a rich and varied quantity of good vestments richly
decorated, candlesticks, linen, church plate and books.2 As the name Shambles

implies the area around the church was predominantly given over to the trade
of butchery. The churchwardens’ accounts for St Nicholas Shambles and the
surviving last wills  and testaments of individuals  living within  the parish reveal
a  high  proportion of butchers and poulterers amongst the congregation, some
of whom, as in the case of John James, were extremely wealthy. In addition the
area of London of  which  the parish was  a  part was also home to  a  concentra-
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tion of Stationers, book craftsmen and legal scriveners centred around St

Paul’s.

William Abell, who  served  on more than one occasion as  a  churchwarden at

St Nicholas  Shambles, was also a member of this  book  trade, living and work-

ing in the area in the middle years of the fifteenth century. Professionally he
was accomplished and successful  and, indeed, is well known to art historians

today. Several surviving pieces of work are credited to him. He is known to
have worked on the illumination of the foundation charter of Eton College for
which, in March 1446, he is recorded in the college accounts as having been'

paid the sum of £1 6s 8d.3 In addition Abell is thought to have been the artist of _
the miniature depicting the deathbed scene of the mayor Richard Whittington
in the possession of the London Company of Mercers.  This  illustration (fig. 1)
accompanying the Ordinances of the Almshouses founded under Whittington’s
will, is  a  detailed work in pen and ink, highlighted in pink and white and with
the names of his executors carefully inscribed on the relevant figures. The posi-
tive attribution of he Eton College charter to William Abell supported by doc-
umentary evidence has led to various other works being attributed to William
Abell. In the field of  late  medieval manuscript illumination William Abell’s
work has some importance, although general documentary evidence relating to
his life is sparse. There is, however, an aspect to William Abell’s life which pro-
vides  a  fruitful line of enquiry and which goes  some  way to fill this gap; namely
his work as a churchwarden in the parish church of St Nicholas Shambles.

Close inspection of the surviving churchwardens’ accounts from St
Nicholas Shambles for the relevant period (mid 1450s to 14705) reveals many
references to a William Abell described variously as ‘limnour’ and ‘stationer’.
In addition wills of several members of the parish name William Abell either as
a witness or executor and give his occupation as stationer. The most notable is
that  of his fellow churchwarden, the butcher John James dated 15 May 1471, in

which, as executor, Abell was paid 405 for his work and described as a ‘citizen

and  stationer’.‘ William Abell received no other goods under the terms of the
will of this wealthy and  deVout  butcher who left, apart  from the usual sums of

money for forgotten tithes and arrangements for his burial, conventional char-
itable and pious bequests for the good of his soul. Again described as  a ‘sta—
tioner’ Abell is named as an executor in the will of John  Lewes, citizen and

butcher, dated 9May 1462. On this occasion he received 3s 4d for his labour.5
John Lewes  must  have had business or property interests that  took  him away
from London as his will specifies that he was to be buried in the church of St
Nicholas Shambles if he  should  die in London.

In two other surviving instances William Abell was called to witness  a  will.
One was that of Thomas Norton, rector of the parish in April  1466  and the
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other that of a very interesting man, Richard Fawkener, in December 1464.
Writing in English, he described himself simply as  ‘Richard  Fawkener,
Gentleman’ giving no mention of any trade.6 Earlier members of the family,
both named John, had described themselves as citizen and grocer (1407) and
citizen and butcher (1462). Richard Fawkener requested burial in the  ‘Church
of St Nicholas Atte Bocherie of London in the chapel of Our Lady where is the
body of Joanne late my wife  here  buried under the marble stone and by me
ordained’. He  also  made extensive bequests of household  goods, linen, silver

and brassware. On neither of these occasions did Abell receive any material
reward himself but in both he was again described as ‘stationer’. It is unlikely
that there could be two stationer illuminators working in the  same  part of
London in the same period bearing the same name; it is reasonable, therefore,

to assume that the William Abell who was paid for illuminating the Eton
College foundation charter and the churchwarden mentioned in the church-
wardens accounts for St Nicholas Shambles and specifically described as a  ‘sta-
tioner’ are the same person. The inventory of the church  goods  of St Nicholas
Shambles, and the churchwardens’ accounts from the same  church, with their

evidence of administrative activity within the parish, provide a cameo of the life
and work of an urban churchwarden at the end of the middle ages and  cast
light on  a  largely unexplored aspect of William Abell.

It is important to  consider  briefly the nature of the documents themselves.
Recent work on churchwardens’ accounts from Bristol and London has
pointed out the dangers of assuming that churchwardens’ accounts, particu-
larly in their finalized fair presentation, give a complete picture of the parish to
which they relate.7 Any attempt to trace, for instance, known specific bequests
from a parishioner’s will  through  any set of such accounts is liable to run
aground. Not everything bequeathed in a will was necessarily noted in the
parish accounts, nor did final wills and testaments record every gift made by
individuals to  a  church during their  lifetime. The basic role of the churchwar-
den, as it had evolved from the early thirteenth century onwards, was to  main-

tain the fabric of the nave and to provide the basic equipment required for the
conduct of worship. It was not, therefore, the job of the churchwarden to be
responsible for (or to record) every transaction at every level. An entry in the
accounts confirms such gaps in the record keeping of the St Nicholas Shambles
books:  ‘Item  allowed to the said account for divers donations, petitions and

other  diverse expenses made and done within the time of this account and for
making writing proving with the attendance of the auditor of divers things,
expenses and  costs not in  this  book rehearsed 60s 11'/2d’.8 It is impossible to tell
now what those  other  expenses were, since  they are not listed in the accounts
and the additional paperwork has not survived.  There  is also the question of
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whether any run of accounts for  a  parish survives intact. The accounts for St

Nicholas Shambles have been bound out of chronological order and there is no

way of determining how much was lost in the rebinding process. The first vol-

ume of accounts runs from 1452—1526 and includes an inventory of the church

goods and an account of a ceremony for the hallowing of the bells as well as the

financial accounts of the churchwardens themselves.  A  subsequent set of

churchwardens’ accounts runs from 1526 to the dissolution of the parish in

1547.9
A  study of the earliest surviving entries in the churchwardens’ accounts of

St. Nicholas Shambles reveals how, by the mid fifteenth century, parish organi-

zation and hierarchy were well established. The St Nicholas Shambles church-

wardens’ accounts follow on directly from a  very detailed inventory of church

goods bound in advance of the accounts proper. The first entry in the accounts

is dated 1 October 1452 and reads: ‘Be it remembered that John James and  I
William Abell were chosen and made Churchwardens by the whole assent of
the goodmen of the parish of St. Nicholas Shambles’. Unfortunately it cannot

be clearly determined from the accounts who constituted these ‘goodmen of the

parish’.  Certainly other distinctive social and religious groups existed within

the congregation. There was a flourishing fraternity dedicated to St Luke and a

group described as the  ‘youngmen’ gave  a  pair of  laten  candlesticks to the

parish. It is known that such distinct and sometimes elite groups were in exis-

tence in other London parishes of the period. A study of the parish of St Mary

at Hill, also in London, has led to the conclusion that there was in existence in

that parish an upper layer, an  elite, to which entry was usually via the office of
churchwarden.l0 An analysis of the entries in the account books for St Nicholas

Shambles suggests that a similar elite of worthy parishioners may well  have
operated in the parish administration there. This first entry implies (though it

does not specifically state) that  some  form of gathering was held to  make  such  a
selection. It is entirely possible that the whole congregation was not present but

rather that an elite, calling itself the ‘goodmen’, conducted the election. This

would indeed  have  been a more plausible and practical a method of conducting

an election than attempting to gather the whole congregation together at one

time. William Abell, by inference was  a  member of this company of goodmen

together with several others whose names recur on  a  regular basis in this

period; John James a butcher, John Harpenden (also known as ‘Leche’) a

poulterer. John Rogerson a ‘plommier’ and the Fawkener family butchers and

‘gentlemen’, among others. All distinguished themselves by the level of their

giving and activity within the congregation as specifically recorded in the

records."
Later references however, within the text, confuse the issue as to what pre-
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cisely the appellation ‘goodman’ meant in this period or what exactly consti-
tuted the ‘parish’ in this context. An entry for the year 1456—47  states  ‘.  .  .  that

John James citizen and butcher of London and William Abell citizen and

stationer of London were chosen to be Churchwardens of the parish of Saint

Nicholas Shambles by the whole assent of the said parish’”. Likewise a similar
entry in  1463—64; ‘states  that William Abell and John Wright were chosen

Churchwardens by the Parson and whole parish the twenty seventh day of

November in the year and reign of the king abovesaid."" Several explanations

for this apparent contradiction are possible. It may be that the term  ‘parish’ in
this context is synonymous  with  the term  ‘goodmen’ in the minds of the com-

pilers of the accounts and does not necessarily imply that  the whole congrega—

tion  was present. It may simply be lack of consistency and continuity in the

recording of parish business. There may well, at  this  period, have been no fixed

method of electing the churchwardens. The  latest  of these entries notes the

presence of the parson for instance, whilst the earlier two do not, yet it seems

unlikely that that he would have been absent for the two previous occasions.

The inconsistency may well  be the result simply of haphazard recording or pos-

sibly that  the method of election was not yet fully established in practice.
The entry immediately following that  quoted above  reveals  the level of

responsibility carried  by the goodmen and suggests a certain solemn ceremo-

nial  flavour  to the election and appointment of the churchwardens. ‘In primis

received of the goodmen of the  parish a  box with  lock  and key and therein

£23’." The  next  few pages of entries record  what  might  be called the day to day

responsibilities  of the churchwardens  which  were in themselves diverse: the

gathering of money in the church. receipts from fees for  burial  pits, money for

prayers for the dead, both  the purchase of wax for  torches  and the receipts of

donations for  such  purchases. payments to the  clerk  of the bishop of  London’s
chapel for the hallowing of two chalices and a great many entries recording the

purchase of nails, sand.  wood and so on for the general maintenance of the

church and its properties.'5 It is in  this section  that  William Abell’s  gift  of  a  lad-
der to the church is recorded. the  purpose  of which remains  sadly unexplained.

At the end of Abell’s first term in office in 1453 a series of  entries  suggests

that John James and  William  Abell did not act in  isolation  but were part of  a
wider  administrative group within  the  parish.  The annual financial account was

presented to the parish  with  a value  of £52 8s 3d ‘whereof is allowed in expenses

and reparations by the said  parish  to the said  John  and  William  churchwardens

£8 3s '/2d’." The accountability of the churchwardens to the upper echelons

representing the parish as a  whole  is also suggested by the following entry for

the same year  (1454) ‘And  so remains of the same aforesaid all things

accounted and abated in the box by the oversight and agreement of the parish
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£23.’” It is not clear here whether  ‘parish’ refers to the entire congregation or to
the ‘goodmen’ but this is less important overall than what it  suggests  about the
checks, control and accountability demanded of the churchwardens by the
community of the parish, or a senior section of that community on its behalf.
There are other occasions when accounts were rendered to the parish relating
to the whereabouts and value of the parish goods: in 1453—54 for example;
‘these  been the receipts that John Fawkener and William Abell churchwardens
have received of the coffers of the church in church rent.“ William Abell was
re-elected to  serve  as churchwarden for the succeeding year (1454—55) in the
company of the butcher John Fawkencr. Presumably his  first  year in office had
been, in effect, as a junior warden. This is not entirely clear from the accounts
but is supported by observation of the progression of other holders of the office
of churchwarden through the parish system at St. Nicholas Shambles. For
example the salter John Edward served in 1456—57 as churchwarden in com-
pany with Roger Feyer, whilst serving during the subsequent year 1458—59 with
John Taylor.

The proliferation of  late  medieval chantries to celebrate masses for the dead
and the landed endowments necessary to fund them imposed  a  burden of finan-
cial and property management upon individual parishes that required an
administrative structure to manage them efficiently. The accounts  kept  at St
Nicholas Shambles by Abell, among others, meticulously record quarterly
rental payments received from  a  row of ‘poulters  shops’ belonging to the
church and presumably bequeathed at some time to the support of the church.
The poulters  shops  themselves were situated to the south of the church and
fronted onto the road known as the Shambles.l9 Certainly, within the accounts,

the responsibility for these ‘poulters  shops’ was taken seriously and the care-
fully listed quarterly receipts of income from them reveal that several members
of the congregation rented them including John Leche (also called Harpenden),
Agatha Banbury and Margaret Wake all of whom feature elsewhere in the
accounts giving money to various parish projects such as the recasting of the
bells and the provision of a new set of blue mass vestments. The rents are
methodically entered for  each  quarter (although several years are usually
entered at the same time on the  same  folio) and sometimes reveal periods of
economic difficulty amongst the tenants when deficits were recorded and car-
ried over to the  next  quarter. At Easter  1462  (a period when Abell was in office
as churchwarden) four out of eight tenants recorded  a  deficit in their rents
ranging from '/2d to 2d. At various times, repairs to the shops were undertaken.
For instance in  1457:  ‘. .  .  paid to a smith the 15th day of January for making a
hook  of iron for Margaret  Wake’s  shop window and for a staple for the lock of
Margaret  Wake’s  door 3d’. The following entries record  a  new  hook  for ‘a
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shopwindow in the church rent ld’ and also  a ‘hook  of iron for to hold up with
a shopwindow’2°

Some individuals were notable in their generosity to the church and this is
sometimes revealed in the accounts themselves. In  this  period the butchers
Robert Godbehere, John James, Richard Fawkener and the ‘plommier’, John

Rogerson, particularly stand  out.  As has been noted, the  task  of the church-
warden could be a burdensome one involving the routine day to day mainte-
nance of the fabric of the church and any associated buildings without
necessarily the reward of direct influence in parish decision making, and with
much of the day to day labour not particularly visible to the congregation at
large. The office of churchwarden however was often a route to seniority within
the congregation. Membership of this elite brought with it its own obligations
not least of which  seems to  have  been the expectation of  a  high level of giving
to the parish, often of goods which whilst being attractive were by no means
canonically essential. Such gifts would not only have enhanced the social pres-
tige of the donor but, equally importantly, would have contributed to the
health of his soul and ensured for him a lasting memorial in the minds of fellow
parishioners and, hopefully, thus  engender their prayers for his  soul.  It is clear
from his pattern of giving that by the  late  1460s and early 14705  William Abell
was to be counted amongst this elite. He was generous in his donations
although  some of his gifts seem to have been of  a  practical and worldly nature.
The gift of  a  ladder has already been mentioned and, in one instance, he pro-
vided  a  firkin of ale for Hocktide.2l Not all gifts or transactions were recorded
in the churchwardens’ accounts. Two of William Abell’s  gifts  are noted in the
inventory but do not appear in the accounts; he gave two banner cloths made
for Passion  Tide, and an altarcloth for Lent depicting the Pity, the Passion and
the Flagellation. Likewise Abell was recorded in the accounts, (but  not, on this

occasion, in the inventory), as having given ‘an altar cloth to the Chapel of St
Luke in the church of St Nicholas Flesshambles in London stained with three
images that is to say St Luke, St John the Baptist, St John the Evangelist with
his own arms in the same contained’.22 Significantly he also rendered the parish
short term financial support on more than one occasion, which he could not
have done, and would not have been expected to do, had he not been a person
of standing within the parish. Entries in the accounts for  1470—71  record
arrears of 43s 2d paid back to William Abell by the parish, along with 40s to
Richard Skryngton, and 43s  9'/2d  each respectively to John Cossale and John
Firthe. Abell was also paid in arrears for ink, paper and wax for torches. He
also carried out professional services for the church and accepted  payment  at a
later date ‘to William Abell sometime one of the churchwardens for repairs of
divers books and links for daily lights  in party of contention of his old
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arrerages at his last account. First for mending of a mass book that was all torn
rent and broken for new rendering and gluing of the same 2s.’23 Presumably
these repairs were carried out in his own workshops. An entry (unfortunately
undated) allows William Abell ‘for his good attendance and labours and  costs
for him done for the church  335. 2d’.24

The  fifteenth  century was a period of extensive church building and renova-
tion and Abell’s period as churchwarden witnessed considerable activity of this
nature. Recorded within the accounts are five detailed lists, setting out the
names of donors who contributed to key projects: to provide  a  full  set of blue
vestments (1452—53), to recover and lead the church roof (1453—54), to repair
St Katherine’s chantry altar (1465—68), to repair and recasting of the bells
(1469—70), and to repair the church clock (1468).” It is unlikely that William
Abell, or any of his co-wardens, was the  sole  initiator of these expensive pro-

jects, which would probably have been decided upon jointly by the  ‘goodmen
of the parish’ and subsequently put into action by the wardens. Where Abell
may have had  a  personal input, however, is in the meticulous compilation of
the lists of donors and the amounts given to each project as these first occur in

the accounts where Abell was directly involved in parish business as church-
warden.

The existence of  these  carefully compiled lists of donors to substantial
parish undertakings within the accounts is unusual in the mid fifteenth century
and requires specific analysis beyond the  scope of this particular piece of work.
What  is relevant here, is what such lists say about the nature and activity of

William Abell, both as churchwarden and as  ‘goodman’ of the parish. The first

list refers to money collected for a complete set of blue silk mass vestments, an
undertaking so expensive that payment had to be made in  instalments  to the
embroiderer who created them:  ‘item  paid to Nicholas Adnett Setter dwelling
in Paul’s church house the 7th day of August in part payment £11 for a blue
suit and so there is behind in payment to the said Nicholas for the said blue suit
20d’.26 As with all the subsequent lists it is not clear whether it is a record of
received monies or hoped for donations. The list is wide ranging and contains
seventy-six names including those of the parson  ‘Master  John  Kette’, many of
the probable  goodmen, John Fawkener, John  Rogerson, John Godbehere, and

some  whose names  never  appear again in the accounts. The sums range from as
little as  a  '/2d given by Genott Karhill to 10 marks from the executors of the late
John Andrews. At one shilling William Abell’s contribution is modest, neither
amongst the  highest  nor the lowest. The list was compiled during Abell’s first
period in office and it is tempting to speculate that this method of listing
donors was done at his  instigation  as the natural result of a professional life
spent amongst books, paper and writing and of  a  mind that produced  neat,
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linear works of art. It is noteworthy that amongst his fellow churchwardens

William Abell was not from the butchery or poultry trades but from  those  pro-

fessions associated with the  book  trade in the area.
The list for the  ‘covering and leading’ of the roof, a comparable compila-

tion for the year 1453—54, again falling within Abell’s first period in office is

equally precise. This  second  list consists of sixty donors’ names, the smallest

donation being 2d. William  Abel], on this occasion, gave 20d. He was again
submitting accounts to the parish as churchwarden in the company, this time,

of the butcher John Fawkener, in September 1456. For the  same  year a very

much shorter list of ten names occurs in the accounts ‘for the repair of the

chapel  of St John” to which project Abell himself gave 3s 4d. Given the brevity

of  this list, and the predominance within it of names known to be of influence

from elsewhere in the accounts (John James, John Godbehere, John Green) it

is likely that this list in particular reflects membership of the upper rank of the

parish hierarchy. This suggestion may be confirmed by the consistent generos-

ity and high level of giving to this project amongst this group, seven of whom

gave 3s 4d, the other donors giving 35, 6s 8d and 8d respectively.
There is  a  gap of nine years before another list is found in the church-

wardens’ accounts at St. Nicholas Shambles, dated 1465-68. The list covers

one folio and relates to the St Katherine’s altar within the church and the

‘sustenance  and reparation of the said chantry’. The money was  received  by

William Abel] and John Wright who had been elected as churchwardens on

27 November 1463.  This  list is different from the earlier ones. It is short, con-

sisting of eleven names that all occur elsewhere in the accounts and the level of

giving is high. According to the accounts a chantry had been established at  a
cost  of £6 13s 4d ‘to a licence of my Lord  Bishop of London for the priest of the

said chantry to sing for the soul of the said William [Michell] for a year com-

plete’.27 In addition to the corporate piety displayed by the members of the con-

gregation listed as having contributed to the enhancement and liturgy of St

Nicholas  Shambles, the careful and meticulously presented records reflect well

on the wardens themselves. By publicly recording their work the church-

wardens  have  reflected some of the penitential benefits back onto themselves.

Their  good  work for the church was, in itself, an act of piety of benefit to their

own souls. The lists ensured that this good work did not go unremembered and

unremarked.
There are two further  lists, which  both  fall within the period of office of

John Wright and William Abel]: one for the casting of a new bell and one to

repairs on the church clock. Each recorded twenty-one names and varied

amounts of money. In this  context  there are  some  observations to be made

about  these lists  and William Abell’s relation to  them. They all occur when he
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is in office as churchwarden, in the company of John James and subsequently
of John Wright. They do not occur when he is not actively involved in parish
administration at this period. Abell only makes donations to these worthy
causes in the earlier years (14505), when he contributes money to funds for the
blue vestments and to the recovering of the roof. He does not make a contribu-
tion in the later years to the funds for St Katherine’s chantry, to the repair and
recasting of the bells nor for the repairs to the church clock but he is, at this
point, making substantial individual  donations, of both money and  goods, in
other areas of parish life, as already noted. The existence of these lists suggests
several things. That Abell may have had a natural inclination to careful admin-
istration and record keeping, perhaps as a result of his profession. It would be
dangerous to  speculate, in the absence of any evidence, whether he actually
wrote the fair copy of the accounts. In addition, in keeping with other pious lay
people  of his time he would have had a good understanding of the penitential
system and the need for  good  works for the health of his soul. Abell’s  good
works may be reflected in the churchwardens’ accounts, in his work for the
parish church and his generosity towards it. The records reveal that he gave
carefully and selectively, supporting what could be described as mainstream
fund raising projects in his earlier years and pursuing more individualist (and
hence more publicly visible) giving in his later years of items such as the ban-
ners, a ladder and  a  firkin of  ale, which would have been associated exclusively

with William Abell. Such gifts would have attracted prayers for him in a way

that  a  more communal project might not have done. The inescapable impres-
sion is of  a  shrewd mind using his money to the best possible advantage.

In the absence of William  Abell’s  will it is hard to locate the individual
behind the professional  stationer, responsible churchwarden and parish  ‘good-
man’.  Work on the stationers of London, and the Bridge Houses records has
revealed that he rented a shop in Paternoster Row from the wardens of London
Bridge at 605 p.a. from 1469, that  he took on an additional shop in 1470 at  20s,
and increased his holdings to three shops in  1472, at a total of £4. It appears
that he was professionally successful and may indeed have had more than one
workshop. He died in  1474  and there is evidence from the Bridge House rentals
that  his wife kept on the  three shops  for another two years.28 On his personal
life the churchwardens’ accounts are nearly, but not completely, silent. In  1471
he was appointed executor of the will of the butcher John James, his fellow
churchwarden, and presumably also his friend. In any event, the accounts
record a  payment  made by Abell and Janet James, the widow of John James, of
6s 8d for his burial in the church. The  accounts also  record the death of Abell’s
daughterz- ‘Item  received of William Abell at the burying of Sicily his daughter
to the use of the church a new torch’. Unfortunately the churchwardens
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accounts provide no further details of any other family members  nor do they
give the name of William Abell’s wife, other  than  one  reference  in the  records
of shop rentals for June  1472 ‘Item  of William Abell for one whole  shop that
William’s wife keeps’.29

Much work needs still to be done on the parish in the later fifteenth century,
both in London and elsewhere, and the picture of parish administration and
the role of churchwardens and bodies such as the  ‘goodmen’ is necessarily still
incomplete. Nonetheless, this reading of the churchwardens accounts of the
church of St Nicholas Shambles provides a picture of William Abell as a rela-
tively conventional churchwarden and parishioner of the fifteenth century in
London who nevertheless seems to  have  left his mark in some remarkable ways
through the church accounts; a man of commonplace but, nonetheless, hard-

working and generous piety; all aspects of his life and personality which would
be missed by viewing him only as  a  stationer and limnour. He was appointed
by, and was accountable to, a group of senior people within the parish some-
times, but not  always, referred to in the accounts as  ‘goodmen’.  He carried  out,

with his fellow wardens John James, Richard  F  awkener and John Wright, the

plans and wishes of that group, and he faithfully executed the day to day work
of maintaining the church building and providing the equipment necessary for
worship, whilst organizing fund-raising to provide  items  that went far beyond
the basic canonical requirements of the office of churchwarden. Subsequently
he went on to occupy a position within that senior group himself as shown by
his financial loans to the parish and his generous individual gifts. In looking at
the life of William Abell within the parish of St Nicholas Shambles a more
rounded View of the stationer and limnour emerges whilst at the  same  time
throwing additional light on the development of parochial government in the
immediate pre-Reformation period.
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